
Appendix 12.

Existing Agroforestry project



The Existing Agroforestry Project:

We began managing 2.3 acres of the lower land in 2011. The land is managed as a diverse 

agroforestry site, following the principles of permaculture. Currently the site is in the early to mid 

stages of establishment. The site is designed to create a low impact, low maintenance and 

sustainable agroforestry system with many useful outputs and high biodiversity. It comprises of 

areas of forest garden, annual vegetables, coppice and woodland. We have planted large numbers of

trees and perennial shrubs in 'plant communities' designed to become self supporting systems. 

The site currently provides for many of our food and firewood needs. We harvest craft materials 

such as willow from the site and grow plants to be harvested for Cathryn's foraging business. The 

site includes a plant nursery where we raise many of the plants for planting on site. We keep khaki 

Campbell ducks for egg production, meat and slug control. Ponds have been made for their 

biodiversity value and water storage. We keep bees on the site for pollination of crops and honey. 

Since we began managing the site we have seen significant increases in biodiversity and 

productivity.

Planning permission was granted in early 2016 for our existing activities and development on the 

site including a short access track, shed and polytunnel. See Appendix 12 for further details of this 

application.

12.1 Summary



The agroforestry project, summer 2016

The land as we bought it in 2011



Beehives in the forest garden 2016

A polyculture of plants flowering, summer 2016
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Supporting Statement 

Introduction.

We have been advised to apply for retrospective planning permission for an access track, earth bund

wood store, wooden shed, drainage trenches, ponds and a poly tunnel that we have created in 

relation to our Agroforestry project. 

Since the project is rather unique we have included additional information on our vision, our

past activites and our future intentions below. We trust that Pembrokeshire Council will be satisfied 

that there is a genuine agricultural need for the aforementioned structures and works in order for our

work to continue. 

Our project.

The site is used for the purposes of agroforestry and is designed and run on permaculture principles.

Currently the site is in the early stages of establishment. Our project is to create a low impact, low 

maintenance and sustainable agroforestry system with diverse outputs and high biodiversity. This 

will involve planting large number of  trees and perennial shrubs in 'plant communities' which will 

be designed to become self supporting. Many of the plants, trees, and shrubs that we establish will 

have multiple outputs, for example; timber, edible leaves, fruits and nuts, useful oils and saps, 

fodder for bees, food for birds and a range of habitats. 

The Joint Unitary Development Plan for Pembrokeshire states that "Farming [...] has in 

recent years faced considerable pressure and changes. Development and diversification of the 

economy of the rural areas will be encouraged,1"  Our project will be an example of small scale, 

sustainable, low carbon agriculture that is not reliant on outside inputs or subsidies. By including a 

number of outputs in the system we design we will avoid relying on a single crop or product and 

will be able to supply a range of products locally, thus contributing to the diversification and revival

of a local rural economy.

Pioneering research into self supporting 'food forests' has been done by people such as 

Robert Hart, Martin Crawford, and Chris Dixon, all of whom have created successful agroforestry 

projects which have had productive and diverse yields as well as positive effects on biodiversity. 

Martin Crawford estimates that by using these systems it could be possible to feed ten adults per 

acre, this is roughly double what we can achieve with current farming methods.2 

(The) Joint Unitary Development Plan for Pembrokeshire provides the following definitions of 

sustainability: 

"[Sustainable development is] development that meets the needs of the present without 

compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs" 

 "the planning system will need to deliver sustainable development by seeking to maintain 

high and stable levels of economic growth and employment; by securing social progress 

which recognises the needs of everyone; by ensuring the effective protection of the 

environment; and by ensuring prudent use of natural resources."3 

Our project satisfies and exceeds these definitions;

 Our project will have multiple outputs which will be of use to us and provide us with 

employment and a subsistence income.

 It aims to turn land which was formerly used for horse grazing into a thriving, biodiverse 

and productive ecosystem.

1   Article 4.3.9, Joint Unitary Development Plan for Pembrokeshire 2006-2016, p.11

2 Martin Crawford, Farm for a future Part I, BBC 2

3    Article 2.2.3, Joint Unitary Development Plan for Pembrokeshire 2006-2016, p.11
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 It will protect and enhance the natural environment and work in harmony with nature. 

 We have designed the system to use resources prudently; no artificial fertilisers will be 

needed as plant communities will be able to provide the minerals and nutrients they need for

themselves, there will be very little waste as most waste will be reintroduced into the natural

cycle. We will minimise our use of fossil fuels as much of our own food will be available to 

us without incurring 'food miles', any surplus produce will be sold locally and our land will 

remain off-grid. 

 We hope to show that by using these methods marginal agricultural land can achieve 

significant yields and much higher levels of efficiency than modern farming.

More information on Agroforestry and its benefits.

There are many different forms of agroforestry ranging from cereals grown beneath poplar 

trees or animals grazed in orchards to complex and diverse agroforestry systems incorporating 

many elements and species. Such diverse systems, sometimes called 'multi-strata systems', 'forest 

gardens', 'food forests' or 'edible forests', have been used around the world for thousands of years, 

there are thousands of square miles of these systems particularly in Asia, Africa, Central America 

and China. 4

Food forest systems of food production, such as ours, are modelled on the structure of a 

young woodland, they utilise plants of direct and indirect benefit to people and outputs may include 

fruits, nuts, seeds, vegetables, salad crops, herbs, spices, firewood, poles, timber, mushrooms, 

honey, sap, basket materials, medicines and dyes. 

They may contain trees, shrubs, herbacious perennials, perennial herbs, climbing plants, 

ground cover plants and root crops. Such a system is a carefully designed and maintained ecosystem

of useful plants. The plants used are mainly perennial and are planted in a way which encourages 

positive interactions and nutrient cycling between plants. Fertility in a multi-strata system is largely 

maintained by the plants themselves. The idea is that by mimicking a natural woodland 

environment, which needs no human input, a system can be created which is balanced, self 

fertilising and recycles nutrients in a closed loop. The self fertilising nature of the system comes 

from the use of nitrogen fixing plants and from plants which bring nutrients up from the sub soil. 

By keeping the ground covered the soil is kept in good condition and leaching of nutrients and 

erosion is minimised. 

Plants in a multi-strata system are mixed to a large extent, with small blocks of a single 

species rather than large monocultures of a single species. This prevents the build up of pests and 

diseases. A high diversity system also provides habitat for predators of pests.5

Benefits of multi-strata systems. 

 Less energy input: The vegetation in our climate is always moving towards woodland. A system

that is as close as possible to a natural woodland takes far less inputs and energy to maintain 

than a system that is far removed from a woodland (such as an arable system).

 Low maintenance, high efficiency:  Perennial plants take far less energy to maintain than 

annuals. Annuals must be replanted every year and often rely on outside inputs for fertility. By 

using ground cover plants underneath trees and shrubs the need for weed control is minimised. 

 Wide ranging products:  Many different plants are grown for different uses, such a system is 

more robust as one does not rely on a single output. A wide range of perennial plants provides a 

more varied and nutritious diet than the limited variety of arable crops often cultivated.

 Resilience to climate change:  The structure and diversity is better suited to cope with changing 

climates.6 An established and balanced ecosystem is more suited to adapt. A diversity of crops 

and outputs insures there will still be outputs even if one crop fails.

4 Pg. 17, Creating a forest garden, Martin Crawford (Green books 2010)

5 Pg. 27, Creating a forest garden, Martin Crawford (Green books 2010)

6 Pg. 20, Creating a forest garden, Martin Crawford (Green books 2010)



 Biological sustainability:  Multi-strata food systems have a high biodiversity and a high level of 

interaction between species. 

  Environmentally beneficial:  Such a system sequesters carbon dioxide in the soil and in woody 

biomass of trees and shrubs. Keeping the soil covered with plants keeps it in good condition and

increases its ability to store water, helping prevent flooding and erosion. Multi-strata systems 

provides beneficial habitats for wildlife. 

 Through the establishment of such a system, various species and cultivars will be grown to assess 

their potential in our area. The damp conditions can make for difficult growing conditions, however

many new cultivars of fruit and nut trees and soft fruits have been introduced to the UK in recent 

years which cope well with our climate. There are also lesser known species with potential to grow 

well here such as Saskatoon, Heartnut and Japanese Wineberry.

Works completed already and proposed works. 

We bought the land in September 2011. Initially it was essential to gain vehicular access to 

the land. We built a stone track through an existing entrance way through the bank. The area at the 

bottom of the land by the entrance point is poorly drained and waterlogged. A drain taking gutter 

water from a building at Pont-Y-Gafel farm previously emptied out at this point. Accordingly, it 

was necessary for us to take the access track past this point to provide a hard standing area for one 

or two vehicles and a pad for the shed on the drier, better drained land. The surfaced track also leads

to planned access routes to other parts of the land via unmade tracks. These unmade tracks will 

allow for occasional vehicular access onto the land for timber harvesting purposes and for 

occasional tractor access. The track allows vehicle access to the sheds, this allows movement of 

tools, materials, produce and equipment.

 We needed to resolve the poor drainage and excess water from Pont-Y-Gafel farm buildings.

To do this we dug three ponds and two ditches (which lead to the ponds) on the land. These will 

provide multiple functions; 

1. They will solve our drainage problems.

2. They will create and provide wetland habitats.

3. The ponds will capture the excess water from Pont-Y-Gafel farm buildings, filter it and use it to 

our advantage.

4. The ponds will provide unique micro-climates for growing because light reflected off the water 

in the pond, increases the light available to the plants and water provides a thermal mass and 

retains warmth. These micro-climates will allow us to grow plants which require higher levels 

of warmth and sunlight. 

5. The ponds provide a habitat for ducks and frogs, both of which feed on slugs (slugs can be a 

significant problem in this area). 

6. The ponds will hold water to be used for watering at times of low rainfall.

7.  The ditches catch run-off water from the slope and reduce erosion. They traverse the slope of 

the land at a gentle gradient which means that in heavy rain excess water runs into the ponds, 

and in light rain water can soak into the ground and provide water for plants and trees below.

8. The earth banked up on the downside of the ditches are south facing and provide a favourable 

micro-climate for warmth and sunlight demanding species. These are better drained and aerated 

soil for plants that would not thrive in water logged soil.

We then built a wooden shed for storage of agricultural/forestry materials and tools. We also 

created a wetland area around the top pond with local native species.

 Next, in winter 2011, we proceeded to plant over one thousand trees on the site, species planted so 

far are:

Alder Buckthorn, Apple, Ash, Atlas cedar, Beech, Bird Cherry, Blackthorn, Common Alder, Crab 

Apple, Downy Birch, Dogwood, Elder, English Oak, Eucalyptus, Field Maple, Gean Cherry, 



Hawthorn, Hazel, Holly, Hornbeam, Italian Alder, Larch, Plum, Rowan, Scots Pine, Sea Buckthorn,

Sessile Oak, Small Leaved Lime, Sweet Chestnut, Walnut, Wild Service, Willow, Wych Elm, Yew.

Each tree was given a stake, a tree guard and a layer of cardboard mulch covered with straw to 

eliminate grass competition. The trees planted can be divided into four main uses which determine 

their management needs:

1. Timber trees for long term timber production. These trees will be grown to maturity with 

appropriate thinning. For the next two to three years management will include mulching the 

trees twice a year using cardboard and straw to eliminate competition with grass and aid the 

tree's growth and cutting grass around the trees to stop them getting swamped by competing 

vegetation. After the initial establishment of these trees management will be limited to 

successive thinning of the trees to allow some trees to grow on to maturity for timber.

2. Coppice trees for short rotation timber production. These trees will be mulched for the next 

two to three years to aid establishment. They will then be managed by cutting every seven to 

sixteen years to provide a useful crop of straight poles.

3. Hedges and shelter belts. These will provide shelter for growing areas and wind sensitive 

fruits, they will be cut to be kept at a useful and manageable size. 

4. Short rotation willow coppice and willow shelter belts. Willow coppice has be planted in 

rows in various places on the land. Most will be managed on one to three year rotations. Various

varieties have been planted to provide biomass timber, basketry willow and weaving willow. 

Many of these plantings double up as shelter belts and visual barriers.

 Many of the trees planted have further uses apart from timber, such as providing edible leaves, 

fruits and nuts, providing useful oils and saps, providing fodder for bees, food for birds and a range 

of habitats. 

In 2012 we have started to grow perennial plants and trees from seed and from cuttings. We 

have began to establish 'parent plants' to propagate from in the future. Among others we have 

already propagated Oak, Ash, Black Locust, Umbrella Pine, Dogwood, Raspberries, Strawberries, 

White Current, Wood Sorrel, Orpine, Russian Olive, Siberian Pea Shrub, White Current, Bullace, 

Turkish rocket, Colewort, Mints, Marsh Mallow, Vietnamese Coriander, Echinacea, Valerian, 

Evening Primrose, Welsh Onion, Daffodil Garlic and Siberian Purlslane. 

As we are intending to plant many species in large numbers, it is essential that we are able to

propagate our own plants in order to minimise costs, otherwise the project would not be 

economically viable. 

We are currently collecting and stratifying (where needed) seeds to propagate in 2013 

including; Saskatoon, Oregon Grape, Plum Yew, Quince, Sugar Maple, Russian Mulberry, Dwarf 

Russian Almond, Benthams Cornel, Goumi, Red Alder, Atlas cedar, Smooth Kiwi, Chocolate Vine,

Strawberry Tree, Korean Mint, Rhubarb, Autumn Olive, Heartnut, Goji Berry, Barberry, Juneberry, 

Worcesterberry, Blackcurrent, Chinese Bramble, Loganberry, Tayberry, Japanese Wineberry, 

Jostaberry, Blueberry and Gooseberry.

 These plants and trees require a significant amount of attention in terms of planting, 

watering and protection from slugs. Slugs can be a significant problem here, after losing a large 

proportion of our seedlings and young plants to slugs we built a small self built polytunnel. This has

allowed us to continue raising plant stock for the future in a more controlled environment. 

Since having problems with slugs we introduced ducks into our system. Khaki Campbell 

ducks are mainly carnivorous and can eat large amounts of slugs. We have built a small, moveable 

duck house for them. We will use the ducks to clear areas of slugs before planting out trees and 

seedlings, after planting has finished they will be kept in order to control the slug population.

We have been observing the climatic and micro climatic tendencies of the land for the last 



year and creating detailed plans for the unplanted remainder of the land is an ongoing activity. We 

are also beginning to prepare new areas for planting. Preparation mainly involves laying sheet 

mulch on top of existing grass for a period of at least a year in order to kill off grass and competing 

vegetation. Trees and shrubs can be planted through this layer, and eventually the layer can be 

removed to reveal bare soil ready for planting of ground cover plants. 

Other current activities on the land include general upkeep such as grass cutting, 

management of trees and hedgerows, control of suckering and spreading species (such as bramble 

and blackthorn), and adding fertility to the land by making compost from plant materials on the 

land.

Whilst carrying out these works we have both been staying on the land in a campervan as 

temporary seasonal agroforestry workers. We live nomadic lifestyle which is now centred around 

the needs of our project. We travel within the UK for work in the summer months, returning to the 

land often enough to care for plants in their growing season and carry out further works on the land 

which depend on good weather. We spend Autumn until Mid-winter preparing the ground for 

planting and then planting bare root trees and shrubs on our land, and still occasionally travelling 

within the UK for work.  We usually leave the UK around Mid-winter to work or volunteer abroad 

for the remainder of the dormant season. We return to the UK at the beginning of the growing 

season and the cycle begins again. 

Proposed activities.

As you will see from the attached map of proposed changes, we have split the land into 

further areas, which will be planted up at different times, in different styles and with a variety 

different species. We have also marked where we will be planting shelter belts to shelter plants 

from weather.

Area A- Edible forest.

Area A will be a large area of edible forest. It will made up of three layers; canopy, shrub 

and ground cover and a large diversity of plants. The plants will make up small 'plant communities' 

which will complement each other and be largely self sufficient in nutrient needs. Visually it will 

look like a forest with different areas of varied heights. Some of the plants in this section will be as 

follows.

Canopy layer: Sea Buckthorn, Bullace, Cherry Plum, Red Alder, Italian Alder, Hazel, Autumn 

Olive, Dogwood, Juneberry, Quince, Apple (various varieties), Plum 

(various varieties), Pears, Strawberry Tree, Mulberry, Chestnut, Walnut, Heartnut, 

Cob nut, Butternut.

Shrub layer: Siberian Pea Shrub, Saskatoon, Grapevine, Kiwi, Oregon Grape, Worcesterberry, 

Gooseberry, Russian Olive, Chinese Bramble, Barberry, Blackberry, Raspberry, 

Loganberry, Japanese Wineberry, Saskatoon, Plum Yew, Goumi, Goji Berry, 

Caucasian Whortleberry, Blackcurrant, Red Currant, White Currant, Gooseberry, 

Jostaberry, Blueberry,  Jerusalem Artichoke, Welsh Onion,.

Ground cover: Oregano, Mallow, various Mints, Sorrel, Wood Sorrel, Clover, Nepalese Raspberry, 

Lemonbalm,Watercress, Sweet Cicely, Ice plant, Orpine, Dandelion, Rhubarb, Bird's

foot trefoil, Wild Lupin, Valerian, Ladies Mantle, Strawberry, Wild Strawberry, 

Borage, Comfrey, Yacon, Oca, Globe Artichoke.

Area B- Soft fruit production.

Area B will contain rows of soft fruits (Blueberries, Raspberries, Blackcurrant, Red Currant,

White Currant, Jostaberry, Gooseberry, Saskatoon, Goji Berry, Japanese Wineberry). These rows 

will be interplanted with nitrogen fixing shrub species (some of which will also fruit) such as 

Goumi, Autumn Olive, Russian Olive, Siberian Pea Shrub. There will be openings left for a few 

fruit and nut trees (see Lone Trees). This area will not be arranged like a typical forest, but in way 

that will be easy to care for and harvest on a large scale for commercial purposes. However, the 



plants will still be arranged in a way which will promote their own self sufficiency in terms of 

nutrient recycling.

Area C- Additional Coppice.

Area C is an area of Hazel and Willow coppice. The Hazel will be cut on a seven year 

rotation and the Willow on a three year rotation.  

Area D- Terraced nursery/growing area.

Area D, which currently consists of five wooden raised beds, will be extended to include a 

number of terraces. The terraces will provide beds at an improved aspect in which we will cultivate 

'parent' plants from which to take cuttings and grafts. The beds will also provide a plant nursery for 

young plants before they are transplanted.  

Shelter belts.

Shelter belts will be placed to shelter plants from strong south westerly winds and therefore 

increase productivity. Shelter belts will be densely planted hedges (five plants per metre) made up 

of hardy trees and shrubs, most of which will have secondary uses such as producing food or fixing 

nitrogen. Species we will plant are Sea Buckthorn, Red Alder, Barberry, Juneberry, Saskatoon, 

Apple Rose Hazel, Hawthorn, Dogwood, Bullace, Autumn Olive and Russian Olive.

Lone trees.

A number of trees will be planted as lone trees around the land. This technique will be used 

to reduce shading in any particular spots, to provide easy access to trees for harvesting, because 

trees are more deep rooted than smaller plants and bring up nutrients stored deep in the soil to share 

with them, and to allow trees to branch out and grow to their full potential. Lone trees will be  

Quince, Apple, Plum, Pear, Juneberry, Strawberry Tree, Mulberry, Chestnut, Cobnut, Heartnut, 

Butternut, Bullace.

In order to fill these areas with the proposed species we will spend a large amount of our 

time propagating, cultivating and raising plants in controlled environments. We will also need to 

spend time increasing the fertility of the land and increasing the condition of the soil by adding 

animal manure, home-made composts, organic fertilisers and additional organic matter. We will 

need to sheet mulch large areas of land at a time to prepare the ground for planting. 



Current and foreseen outputs from the land.

Forestry and Timber production.

We have already harvested timber from the hedgerow. This is usually considered a low value 

timber, however, Joe uses this wood to create high-value, bespoke, rustic furniture in a local 

workshop and is able to sell it for a good price in local shops. Having access to wood of this kind is 

essential for his style of carpentry. In addition wood from the hedgerow is used for firewood.

In the future outputs will be basketry willow, coppice poles, sawmill timber and firewood. We 

expect our first basketry willow in 2013, our first cut of willow biomass coppice in 2014, our first 

coppice poles in 2021 and our first thinning poles in 2025.

Plant Raising.

We are already producing a range of plants for our own use on site.

In the future we will extend the range of plants and the amount. We expect to begin having an 

excess of plants to sell in 2017.

Fruit and Nut Trees.

We already have a handful of fruit and nut trees (apple, plum, hazelnut, walnut) on the land that 

provides us with some fruit and nuts.

In the future we will plant many more fruit and nut trees which will make us self sufficient in fruit, 

give us excess fruit for sale, allow us to take grafts, and give us some timber (see Forestry and 

Timber production.)

Soft Fruit.

We have already planted some soft fruit on the land (Raspberry, Nepalese Raspberry, Strawberry, 

Wild Strawberry, Whitecurrent, Blueberry) this provides us with some soft fruit for personal 

consumption. 

In the future we will plant large areas with soft fruit (most of which will be propagated on site from 

cuttings.) The soft fruit plants will provide us with fruit for our consumption, excess to sell, excess 

to add value to (by making jams and fruit leather), and cuttings to propagate for sale and personal 

use. We intend to be self sufficient in fruit by 2017 and to have excess fruit by 2020.

Perennial Species.

We are beginning to cultivate perennial vegetables and herbs for example; Ice Plant, Orpine, Sorrel,

Oregano, various Mints, Chicory, Good King Henry, Lemon Balm, Fennel, Globe Artichoke, Welsh

 
Example of Joe's rustic furniture.



Onion, Borage, Comfrey, Valerian, turkish rocket, Colewort, Marsh Mallow, Thyme, Siberian 

Purlslane, Daffodil Garlic and Lady's Mantle.

These currently provide us with some food for our own consumption. 

In future years we intend to propagate from established plants and have an excess of plants for sale 

locally. 
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